Cincinnati Youth Wind Ensemble
Ann Porter, director
Danielle Gaudry, assistant director

Flute
Heather Gamble
Sofia Goodman
Chloe Halsted
Grace Hiltz
Maria Keck
Danielle Reynolds
Vivian Zheng

Oboe
S. Vito Amato
Ava Jones

Clarinet
Abigail Desch
Erin Gotszak
Katie Koke
Christopher O’Connell
Isabelle Thomas
Tabitha Thomson
Adelaide Young
Alexandra Zeller

Bass Clarinet
David Klopfenstein
Olivia Slade

Brass Choir
Timothy Northcut, director

Trumpet
Daniel Arute
Chuck Bindis
Adrienne Doctor
John Kilgore
Nathan Sheppard
Austin Tindal

Horn
Sean Bresemann
Laura Chicarello
Matthew Mauro
Nicholas Miller
Nathanael Minor
Hirofumi Tanaka
Brooke Ten Napel

Trombone
Ian Gregory
Nicole Hillis
Daniel Kolan
Alexander McCoy
A. Margaret Vetter

Baritone Trombone
Steve Shin

Tuba
Brandon Compton
James Land

Percussion
Shane Jones
Betty Ling
Tyler Niemeyer

UC Bearcat Bands Drumline
Dr. Terren L. Franz, director; Dr. Jody Besse, associate director
Nick Angelis, assistant director, percussion director

Snare Drum
Frank Schiavonne
Victoria Sumner
Amanda Singer
Tyler Peters
Tyler Price
Sam Steinher
Stewart Barker
Zachary Climes

Tenor Drum
Steve Guard
Ian Geer
Harley Rider
Cody Schuster

UC Cabaret Singers
Steven Berlanga, director
Jiaying Gan, accompanist

Soprano
Laura King
Nicole Nickell
Molly Leavitt
Tori Schommer
Emily Gerhardt
Sarah Hall
Kate Pensyl

Tenor
Kodi Brock
Peter Wright
Renny Yeager
Travis Bradford
Hai Dong
Evan McGregor
Eric Stretcher

Alto
Micha L’aRue
Emily McKenzie
Samantha Scheifele
Rachel Wood
Christina Dianji
Terra Warman
Emily Snapper

Bass
Matthew Beasley
Cameron Fischer
John Gideon
Brian Hunt
Nick Howard
Peter Scheifele
Gabriel Zeigler

Mbiracats
Stefan Fiol, director
Jarrod Welling-Cann
Joel Land
Jordan Newman
Stefan Fiol

JplaysH Duo
James Predovich, harp
Jenna McBride, horn

JCM WINDS SERIES PRESENTS
PRISM XVI
“From Fanfares to Festivities”
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Sunday, February 24, 2013
Corbett Auditorium
4:00 p.m.
PROGRAM

Fanfare for the Common Man (1944)  Aaron Copland  
(1900-1990)  
Brass Choir, Boon Hua Lien conductor

Festivo (1985)  Edward Gregson  
(b. 1945)  
Cincinnati Youth Wind Ensemble, Ann Porter conductor

Nocturno, Op. 7 (1864)  Franz Strauss  
(1822-1905)  
JplaysH Duo

There Were No Mirrors  Ysaye M. Barnwell  
in My Nana's House (1998)  
(b. 1946)  
UC Cabaret Singers, Steven Berlanga conductor

FROM Variations on an Original Theme  Edward Elgar  
(1857-1934)  
arr. Alexander Magg  
Saxophone Ensemble, Alexander Magg conductor

Seven Steps to Heaven (1963)  Victor Feldman  
(1934-1987)  
Four Land Jazz Combo, Joel Land director

Prelude to Richard III (1955)  William Walton  
(1902-1983)  
arr. Richardson  
Wind Ensemble, Terence Milligan conductor

At the Round Earth’s Imagined Corners (1968)  Williametta Spencer  
(b. 1932)  
UC Cabaret Singers, Steven Berlanga conductor

Chuckums/Paw/Down the Drive  traditional  
arr. Nick Angelis  
UC Bearcat Bands Drumline, Nick Angelis director

Karigamombe  traditional
Mbiracats, Stefan Fiol director

SELECTIONS FROM Derivations (2003)  Marco Pütz  
(b. 1958)  
Wind Orchestra, Glenn D. Price conductor

Wind Orchestra  
Glenn D. Price, director

Flute  
Lyndsay Eiben*  
Chia-Jui He  
Matthew Ross  
Erin Torres*  

Oboe  
Joseph Bucci  
Alexander Pons*  
Hannah Shopman  

Clarinets  
Amanda Bell  
Adam Buteauchewicz*  
Megan Distasio  
Alexander J. Houston  
Julian Jenkins  
Jeffrey O’Flynn  
Kylie Stultz  
Andrew Warwick  

Bassoon  
Mackenzie Braun*  
Randal Dennler*  
Tyler Wilkins  

Saxophone  
Jeremy Cañada*  
Jinwoo Choi  
Alexander Magg  
Om Srivastava  
Ryan Van Scoyk  

Horn  
Cecilia Kozlowski*  
Abigail Martin  
Nick Miller  
Judith Stephen  
Hirofumi Tanaka  

Trumpet  
Adrienne Doctor*  
Ricardo Flores  
Ai Ishigatsubo  
Hyungbin Jung  
Austin Tindall  

Tuba  
Brandon Compton*  
James Land*  

Double Bass  
Anthony Rideout*  

Percussion  
Michael Dillman  
Lauren Fink  
Brian Graiser  
Shane Jones*  
Kyle Lamb  
Rachel McCourt  
Eric O’Brien  

Four Land Jazz Combo  
Joel Land, director

Flute  
Daimeng Chen  
Ana Haboud  
Mengdi Han  
Laura Reyes  
Kelsey Snider  

Oboe  
Natalie Beckenbaugh  
Sarah Bishop  
Elizabeth Daily  
Jeffrey Kish  
Won Bin Park  

Clarinet  
Rosemary Bullock  
Sean Carey  
Erica Cherry  
Michelle Lewandowski  
Lisa Neumann  
Jennifer Slaght  
Nick Troehler  
Emily Wynn  

Bassoon  
Juliette Arnold  
Mackenzie Braun*  
James Snyder  

Saxophone  
Mark Harrison  
Nathan Hatton  
Kristin Lin  
Yafei Lin  
Eric Wurzelbacher  

Horn  
Sean Bresemann  
Laura Chicarelo  
Kelsey Hutson  
Clark Stewart  

Trumpet  
Marty Arlinghaus  
Eric Behm  
Alex Devere  
Connor Inglis  
Tierney Mclean  
DAN O’BRIEN  
Pat O’Brien  
Christopher Rolfe  
Andrew Sharp  
Gregory Taylor  

Tuba  
Keith Kile  
Peter Woodruff  

Double Bass  
Scott Mehring  

Percussion  
Sullivan Boecher  
Tyler Eschendal  
Zach Johnson  
Kyle Lamb  
Devon Lambert  
Brian Rubino  

Harp  
James Predovich  

Piano  
William Buchsbaum  

Euphonium  
Spencer Bartley  
Christian Dawson  
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CCM has become an All-Steinway School through the kindness of its donors. 
A generous gift by Patricia A. Corbett in her estate plan has played a key role 
in making this a reality.